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The purpose of this paper is to determine conditions on the rear-

rangement invariant space X which make the following implication

valid.

If T is a bounded operator from Lp to itself for all p with 1 <p < «>,

then T is a bounded operator from X into itself.

In other words, we seek conditions under which X will be inter-

mediate between Lp and Lq for some p, q satisfying l<p<q< **>

where p, and q depend on X.

Rearrangement invariant spaces. Let (2, 5, n) be a totally cr-finite

measure space, and let 3TC(2), (P(2) denote respectively the class of

measurable, and nonnegative measurable functions on 2. Given

/£911(2), let /* be the nonincreasing rearrangement of / onto R+

= [0, oo). That is,/* is the nonincreasing, left-continuous function on

R+ such that, if m is Lebesgue measure on R+, for all y>0,

m{tER+:f*(t) >y} = n{x E 2: |/(*)| >y}.

Let a: 6>(R+)—>[0, oo ] satisfy the following five conditions for all

u, v, u„E<y(P+), all measurable sets E with m(E) < oo, characteristic

function xe, and all constants a^O.

(i) o-(w) =0<^=>w = 0 a.e., o-(u-\-v) ^a(u)-\-a(v), <r(au)=aa(u),

(ii) un\u a.e. =$a(un) | a(u),

(iii) o(xe) < oo ,

(iv)   3A e< °° , such that/e« dm^LAEO-(u),

(v) a(u) =<r(u*).

Conditions (i)-(iv) define a length function (metric) in Luxem-

burg's terminology |6].

Let X(2)= {/<E31Z(2T):o-(/*)<°o }. Identifying functions which

differ by a null function, X(Z) is a Banach space with norm given by

Il/lI =<r(/*)» for/GA^(2) (see [l]). X is called a rearrangement in-

variant space.

We denote by [9C, "y] the space of bounded linear operators with

domain the Banach space EC and range in the Banach space "y. Also,

[9C, SC] is written [ac].

We define the group of operators E, with 2D(£.) =9H(i?+) by
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(E.f) (l)=f(st), 0 < 5 <  oo , / £ 3Tl(tf+).

Let the norm of E, as a mapping from X(R+) into itself be denoted

h(s) =h(s; X). It is immediate that h(\) = 1 and h(st) ^h(s)h(t). Also,

if

a =    inf    [—log h (s) /log s]
0<»<1

and

0 = sup [-log ACO/log s],

then 0 ^/3 =a = 1, and, given e>0, there exist 5(e) >0 and R(e) < oo

such that

s~a ^ h(s) = «-"-« for 0 < s < 5(e),

*-" g ft(j) g 5-^+' for #(e) < s < oo.

(See [1, p. 80], or [4, p. 244].)

Theorem 1. Suppose that TE[Lp(2)] and TE[L«(2)], with Kp

<q< °°. Let X be a rearrangement invariant space, and suppose that

a and /? defined above satisfy ap < 1, j3q> 1. Then T£ [X(2)].

Corollary 1. Suppose that TE[.Z>(2)] for all p with Kp<<x>.

If sh(s)—+Q, as 5—>0 + , and fe(s)—>0, as s—>°o, then T^[X(E)].

To prove Theorem 1, we use an inequality due to Calderon [3].

Define the Lorentz space A(p) to be the rearrangement invariant

space with norm given by

i  r °° dt
H/IIa(p) = -   ti"r(t)->    i<p< »,

p J 0 f

and the space M(p) with norm given by

\\f\\MW = sup <««-» f '/*(')<&,        K />< <*>•
oo •/ 0

It is easy to check that

ii/iUw s mi, * ii/i|aW
where ||/||„ denotes the ip-norm of /. Hence, A(p) CLp<ZM(p) and

[Lp]C\A(P), M(p)].
For 1 <p< oo, we say an operator is of weak type p if TG [A(p),

M(p)], and this coincides with the classical definition due to Marcin-

kiewicz.
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The space A(p) +A(q), which is mentioned in the following lemma,

is the Banach space of functions of the form /+g, where fG.A(p),

gEA(q), and

||/+g|| = inf (||/,||a(,) + ll«JU(.)),
fi,n

the infimum being taken over all fiEA(p), g\EA(q), with /i+gi

Lemma 1 (Calder6n [3]). Suppose that l<p<q<<*>, and that T is

of weak types p and q. Then, there is a constant c = c(p, q; T) such

that, for all f£A(p)+A(q),

(1) (Tf)*(l) ^cT3- min \(s/typ, (s/ty«]f*(s)ds.
J o   as

It can be verified that/£A(£) +A(q) if and only if

/dl min (/!'", tl")f*(t) — < oo.
o t

We shall find it convenient to rewrite (1) in the following way,

(3) (Tf)*(t) ̂ c>[(Ppf*) (0 + (Q^ (0],

where the operators PP and Qq are defined by

(Pvf)(t)=     f  f(st)s«'»-lds,
J 0

and

(QM) = faf(st)s^-lds.

The domains of Pp and Qq consist of all /£<P(i?+) for which the re-

quired integrals exist a.e.

Lemma 2 (See [2]). // (Af)(t)=f~a(s)f(st)ds, with

S>(A) = {/E m,(R+):  f   | a(s) | • \f(st) \ ds < oo'a.e.j

and if \\A\\ denotes the norm of A as a member of [X(R+)], then

IUII g    f   |a(*)| -h(s;X)ds.
J o
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Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that TE[LP], r£[£«], Kp<q

< oo, then T is of weak type p and q; so (3) holds for all /£A(£)

+A(q). We assume that ap < 1, and /3g > 1, and show that this implies

that PPE [X(R+) ], QqE [X(R+) ] and also that X(2) CMp) +Afa).
For, if ap<\, we can choose e>Oso that a + e<l/p, and then

I      s<-1'^-lh(s)ds ^    I      5-a-«-1+(1/^j < oo.
•J 0 "^ 0

Since h(s) is bounded in [6(e), l], we have

f    s^l'^his) ds < oo

so that PPG[Z(i?+)] by Lemma 2.

Similarly, /3g> 1 implies <2„G [X(R+)].

If /G-X"(S), then /*G^(P+), so that (PP/*)(0<» a.e., and

(Qgf*)(t) < °o a.e. But, Pp/* and ()9/* are nonincreasing, so (P„/*)(l)

< =o and ((?»/*) (1) < °°, and hence

/ds min (y/», j"«)/*w - = (JV*)(D + (Q«/*)(l) < ».

Thus, by (2),/GA(£)+A(g), so X(2) CAf»+A(«). Hence (3) ap-
plies for alI/G-X"(2) so that, if a(-) denotes the norm in X(R+) and;

|| • || the norm in X(2), then

IN| = a((Tf)*) ^ c'{o(Ppf*) + a(&/*)}, from (3),

^ C'(a + i)«r(f) = c'11/ll,

where a = ||Pp|| and & = ||<3s|| as members of fX(P+)].

Proof of Corollary 1. If sh(s)-+0, as s—>0 +, then a<l; so for

some£>l, we have pa<1. Similarly, if h(s)—>0, as s—>oo, then /3>0

so that, for some q < oo, /3(2> 1. Hence, if PG [Pr] for all r with 1 <r

< oo, then in particular PG |PP] and PG|£9]- Thus we can apply

Theorem 1 to show that T<=[X(2)].

Corollary 2. Suppose that PG [Lp] for all p with 1 <p < oo. Sup-

pose that 2 is nonatomic and /u(2) = oo. If L$(2) is a reflexive Orlicz

space, then PG[P#(2)].

Proof. By Lemmas 5.9 and 5.11 of [2], P*(2) is reflexive if and

only if sh(s)—+0 as 5—>0 + , and h(s)—»0 as s—>co.

Remarks. In case 2 is one of R+, R, Rn, Corollary 1 is a best pos-

sible result in the sense that there is an operator PG[Pp(2)] for all
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p with Kp< 00, and such that TE [X(H)] if and only if sh(s)-^0 as

5—+0 + , and h(s)—>0 as s—>oo. For R+, T can be taken to be the

Stieltjes transform; for R, the Hilbert transform; and for Rn, any

of the M. Riesz singular integral transforms. (See [2] for the first two

of these results.)

Corollary 2 complements an analogous result of Ryan which cor-

responds to the case /i(2) < 00 (see [7]).

The proof of Theorem 1 shows that the hypotheses need only be

that T is of weak types p and q for the conclusion to be valid.
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